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price, the intellectual as well as the unskilled labourer., the mili-
tant Marxist as well as the petty capitalist worker, the unem-
ployed as well as the man in a safe position, the extreme Con-
servative as well as the extreme revolutionary, were ready. Within
the working class, using the word in a wide sense, division dis-
appeared. From every quarter, from the trade-union leadership
which had treated with Schleicher and was ready to treat with
Hitler-Papen, from the great industrial areas where Communism
ruled where at the close of day Catholic unions turned Marxist,
from the intelligentsia swelled by the many Liberals who
now realized that German Liberalism had starved itself to death
and that there was nothing left for the survivors but to go to
the Left where Liberalism still preserved feeble influence over the
thoughts of men, there came a stern call for action. Even official
leaders who had held carefully aloof from such obnoxious things
as workers* defence associations now appeared to incite them.
But to what?
There was one essential preliminary and that was the united
front. The new revolution and the old were one now in purpose;
the foe was in front of them; only when it was crushed beyond
hope of rally was there time for ideological difference; it was
not a question of Socialist or Bolshevist planning; it was a question
of stout barricades and straight shooting. And on the Left there
were thousands upon thousands who had learned all about straight
shooting in the great retreat, who had learned the art of the
barricade in the Ruhr, and who for lack of rifles and lack of
barricades had fought Polish machine-guns with clasp knives on
the Annaberg. All they asked was a leader and the leadership
could not supply one.
In both parties of the Left the official leadership had already
given up the fight The Socialist leadership was still under its
old inhibitions; it did not want a Socialist revolution and it tried
hard to avoid admitting the necessity for it by formal disbelief
that the reaction would abuse its victory. It uttered vague threats
of working-class vengeance, but persuaded itself that they need
not materialize, for it knew that it had let all its opportunities
slip. Ebert was long dead but his spirit lived and for that immor-

